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Hubble Space Telescope imaging of Jupiter's UV aurora 
during the Galileo orbiter mission 
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Abstract. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2 
(WFPC 2) images of Jupiter's aurora have been obtained close in time with Galileo 
ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) spectra and in situ particles, fields, and plasma 
wave measurements between June 1996 and July 1997, overlapping Galileo orbits 
G1, G2, G7, G8, and C9. This paper presents HST images of Jupiter's aurora as 
a first step toward a comparative analysis of the auroral images with the in situ 
Galileo data. The WFPC 2 images appear similar to earlier auroral images, with 
the main ovals at similar locations to those observed over the preceding 2 years, 
and rapidly variable emissions poleward of the main ovals. Further examples have 
been observed of the equatorward surge of the auroral oval over 140-1800 longitude 
as this region moves from local morning to afternoon. Comparison of the WFPC 
2 reference auroral ovals north and south with the VIP4 planetary magnetic field 
model suggests that the main ovals map along magnetic field lines exceeding 15Ra, 
and that the Io footprint locations have lead angles of 0-100 from the instantaneous 
magnetic projection. There was an apparent dawn auroral storm on June 23, 1996, 
and projections of the three dawn storms imaged with HST to date demonstrate 
that these appear consistently along the WFPC 2 reference oval. Auroral emissions 
have been consistently observed from Io's magnetic footprints on Jupiter. Possible 
systematic variations in brightness are explored, within factor of 6 variations in 
brightness with time. Images are also presented marked with expected locations of 
any auroral footprints associated with the satellites Europa and Ganymede, with 
localized emissions observed at some times but not at other times. 

1. Introduction 

Jupiter's auroras have previously been imaged at ul- 
traviolet, X ray, and near-infrared wavelengths, with re- 
lated thermal emissions imaged at longer infrared wave- 
lengths. The early auroral observations have been re- 
viewed elsewhere [Clarke et al., 1989] and the more 
recent observations are summarized in the following ref- 
erences. The ionospheric Ha + IR emissions [Drossart 
et al., 1989; Drossart et al., 1992; Trafion et al., 
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1989; Kim et al., 1991; Kim et al., 1994; Baron et al., 
1991; Connerney et al., 1993; Connerney et al., 1996] 
display a similar morphology to the directly excited 
UV emissions [Broadfoot et al., 1979; Clarke et al., 
1980; Clarke et al., 1995b; Clarke et al., 1996; Skinner 
et al., 1984; Livengood et al., 1992; Caldwell et al., 
1992; Dols et al., 1992; GErard et al., 1993; Gdrard et 
al., 1994; Prangd et al., 1995; Harris et al., 1996; Gro- 
dent et al., 1996]. The X ray emissions [Metzget et al., 
1983; Waite et al., 1994] have a different morphology, 
with the emissions extending to low latitudes, and the 
thermal IR emissions [Kostiuk et al., 1977; Caldwell et 
al., 1980; Caldwell et al., 1988; Drossart et al., 1986] 
are as yet poorly understood. 

Jupiter's UV aurora exhibit main emission ovals which 
are aligned about the north and south magnetic poles 
and corotate with the planet at the System III (mag- 
netic) rotation period, in contrast with Earth's auroral 
pattern, which appears generally fixed with respect to 
the solar wind direction. In addition to this general 
pattern, there are pronounced variations of Jupiter's 
auroral emissions along these ovals, and there are sig- 
nificant motions of the emissions with respect to the 
time-averaged oval locations. One example of this is 
a tendency for the emissions in the morning sector to 
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Table 1. HST/WFPC 2 Images of Jupiter's Aurora During the Galileo Orbiter Mission 

Date UT 
Expo-. WFPC 2 Jupiter Io Galileo Galileo 
sure, s Obsroot CML, OLG, Orbit Region 

deg deg 

Galileo Panel 

Distance, in Plate 2 
Rj 

June 23.1996 1501 500 u3b10302 210.7 304.7 G1 
June 23.1996 1515 600 u3b10303 219.7 306.9 G1 
June 23.1996 0354 600 u3610202 318.6 54.9 G1 
June 24.1996 1344 400 u3610102 314.3 138.0 G1 
June 24.1996 1359 500 u3610103 323.9 140.2 G1 
June 24.1996 1507 500 u361a102 5.0 149.8 G1 
June 24.1996 1521 600 u361a103 14.0 151.9 G1 
June 24.1996 1653 400 u361a109 68.6 164.5 G1 
June 24.1996 1707 600 u361a10a 78.1 166.7 G1 
June 24.1996 1819 500 u3bla10c 121.1 176.7 G1 
June 24.1996 1833 600 u3bla10d 130.1 178.8 G1 

June 24.1996 2006 500 u3bla10j 185.8 191.7 G1 
June 24.1996 2023 600 u361a10k 196.6 194.2 G1 
June 24.1996 2132 600 u361a10m 238.3 203.9 G1 
June 24.1996 2148 600 u361a10n 248.0 206.1 G1 
June 27.1996 1534 500 u3610502 113.4 44.6 G1 
June 27.1996 1548 600 u3610503 122.3 46.7 G1 
June 28.1996 0114 500 u3610602 104.0 126.6 G1 
June 28.1996 0128 600 u3610603 113.0 128.7 G1 
June 29.1996 2353 400 u3610402 355.9 162.0 G1 
June 30.1996 0005 600 u3610403 4.2 163.9 G1 

Sept. 3, 1996 0938 500 u3fw0502 58.1 156.2 G2 
Sept. 3, 1996 0952 600 u3fw0503 67.1 158.3 G2 
Sept. 7, 1996 1144 500 u3fw0202 16.1 267.8 G2 
Sept. 7, 1996 1158 600 u3fw0203 25.1 270.0 G2 
Sept. 7, 1996 1457 500 u3fw0302 132.8 295.3 G2 
Sept. 7, 1996 1511 600 u3fw0303 141.8 297.4 G2 
Sept. 8, 1996 1014 500 u3fw0402 112.2 99.1 G2 
Sept. 8, 1996 1028 600 u3fw0403 121.2 101.2 G2 

March 31, 1997 0155 500 u3610702 238.4 102.0 G7 
March 31, 1997 0209 600 u3610703 247.4 104.1 G7 

May 6, 1997 1051 500 u3fw0604 219.2 298.6 G8 
May 6, 1997 1105 600 u3fw0605 228.8 300.7 G8 
May 6, 1997 1541 500 u3fw0704 34.5 339.3 G8 
May 6, 1997 1555 600 u3fw0705 43.5 341.4 G8 
July 3, 1997 0608 500 u43b0101 142.3 181.5 C9 
July 3, 1997 0622 600 u43b0102 151.3 183.6 G9 
July 3, 1997 1429 500 u361a701 85.3 251.8 C9 
July 3, 1997 1443 600 u361a702 94.2 253.9 G9 
July 4, 1997 0803 600 u43b0202 3.0 41.2 C9 
July 4, 1997 0819 600 u43b0203 12.7 43.4 G9 

July 28, 1997 1748 500 u43b0402 12.4 329.7 C9 
July 28, 1997 1802 600 u43b0403 21.4 331.8 G9 
July 30, 1997 1320 500 u43b0302 151.7 339.1 C9 
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CML is System III longitude of the central meridian, OLG is orbital longitude from superior orbital conjunction, 
each for the midpoint of the exposure. Panels denoted by primes are from Plate 2b (1997 images); others are from 
Plate 2a (1996 images). 

In each image pair close in time, the first was with filter F160BW, and the secondwith F160BW plus the CaF2 
blocking filter F130LP. 

appear confined along the main oval, while the emis- 
sions spread widely in latitude in the afternoon sector, 
and one longitudinal region appears to move equator- 
ward as it passes from local morning to local afternoon 
(the so-called "equatorward surge"). While the general 
structure of Jupiter's magnetosphere is known, due to 
the uncertainties in the planetary magnetic field mod- 
els, it has not been possible to accurately "map" the 
main oval emissions into the magnetosphere in order to 
correlate them with the different regions and processes. 

We present here a comparison of the auroral ovals with 
an improved magnetic field model, derived in part from 
the observed latitudes of Io's footprint aurora. 

In addition to the main ovals, there are more variable 
emissions observed poleward of the main ovals, and lo- 
calized emissions associated with the satellite Io, which 
have been identified with Io through their persistent ap- 
pearance near the expected locations of Io's magnetic 
footprints. There are also at times fainter emissions ex- 
tending equatorward of the main oval to the observed 
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latitude of the Io footprint emissions, but no emissions 
have been detected equatorward of the mapping of Io's 
torus even after a careful modeling and subtraction 
of the disk emission. While some characteristic pat- 
terns and/or motions have been observed in the auroral 
emissions, the increasing number of images at different 
epochs now makes it possible to more clearly identify 
the persistent characteristics of Jupiter's aurora, as pre- 
sented below. 

The presence of the Galileo spacecraft in its orbital 
tour of Jupiter now makes it possible to compare Wide- 
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC 2) images of Jupiter's 
UV aurora with in situ measurements of the magneto- 
spheric plasma, magnetic field, energetic particles, and 
plasma waves. At the time of writing of this paper, 
systematic analyses of the particle and field data have 
not yet been presented, due in no small part to the 
large quantity of data collected during the 10 orbital 
encounters of the primary Galileo orbiter mission. In 
this paper we present UV images of Jupiter's aurora ob- 
tained with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) WFPC 
2 camera during periods of Galileo orbiter measure- 
ments of Jupiter's UV emissions and various proper- 
ties of Jupiter's magnetosphere, along with an updated 
analysis of the properties of Jupiter's aurora now avail- 
able from 3 years of WFPC 2 UV images. This is in- 
tended as a first step toward the comparative analysis 
of the auroral images with in situ data from the Galileo 
orbiter. 

2. Observations and Data Reduction 

FUV images of Jupiter have been obtained with the 
HST WFPC 2 between June 1996 and July 1997 (Table 
1), overlapping Galileo orbits G1, G2, G7, G8, and C9. 

The characteristics of the WFPC 2 instrument [Trauger 
et al., 1994; Holtzman et al., 1995; Clarke et al., 1995a] 
and the methods of reduction of the UV images [Clarke 
et al., 1995b; Clarke et al., 1996] have been presented 
previously. The response of the WFPC 2 with filter 
F160BW to Jupiter's auroral spectrum (Figure I and 
Plate 1)includes the H2 Lyman (B•E• + -X•Ea+ ) band 
emissions and part of the Werner (C • II• - X • Ea+) band 
series plus the H Ly c• line. Inclusion of the F130LP fil- 
ter blocks the H Ly c• emission and Werner bands, and 
such images were obtained in each observation to facil- 
itate cosmic ray identification and to isolate the Ly c• 
emission from the difference of images. The response to 
Jupiter's auroral spectrum has been modeled (Figure 
1) by convolving an IUE spectrum of the north aurora 
with the HST + WFPC 2 + filter band passes. The con- 
version to absolute brightness is based on mean WFPC 
2 sensitivity curves allowing for degradation with time 
after decontamination cycles. For the assumed auro- 
ral spectrum, brightnesses have been estimated in each 
band pass using average sensitivity values of 0.00057 
and 0.00050 electrons/s per WF pixel for I kR emissions 
with F160BW and F160BW+F130LP, and a sensitivity 
degradation of 40% in 30 days after each decontamina- 
tion. These values were unchanged after the HST re- 
furbishment mission and subsequent recomissioning of 
the WFPC 2 in February 1997, except for a temporarily 
higher rate of contamination in March 1997. 

While the auroral emissions are produced in Jupiter's 
thermosphere, the WFPC 2 images sample Jupiter's up- 
per atmosphere over altitudes ranging from the strato- 
sphere to the thermosphere. In the F160BW band pass 
of 1150-2100 •, the altitude of line of sight optical depth 
unity ranges from 50 km altitude (0.1 bar pressure) at 
2100 • (determined by H2 Rayleigh scattering and NHa 
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Figure 1. IUE spectrum of Jupiter's north aurora convolved with the HST + 
WFPC 2 response functions for two filters used in UV auroral imaging. The 
inclusion of the F130LP filter made of CaF2 mainly blocks the H Ly c• and short 
wavelength Werner band emissions. There is a small but real contribution from 
reflected solar continuum over 1750-2100 •. 
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Hubble Space Telescope 

Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 

Jupifer on 24 June 1996 

Original image Simulated Disk 

Difference scaled for Aurora Difference scaled for Disk 

Plate 1. One example of the modeling and subtraction of the disk emission 
from Jupiter in an HST WFPC 2 filter F160BW image. The disk emission from 
the original image, upper left, has been modeled as described in the text, upper 
right, and then subtracted from the original image, lower left and right. This 
image is u3bla10m taken on June 24, 1996, beginning at 2132 UT for 600 s. 
Note the remnant cosmic ray blemishes in the difference frames, as well as some 
deviations from the mean latitudinal banding pattern. The residual noise level 
is in the range 0.5- 0.8 DN, and up to 2 times higher at the limb. 
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and aerosol extinction) to 300-400 km (1-10/•bar) be- 
low 1450 .It (from increasingly strong CH4 photoabsorp- 
tion). An independent analysis of the auroral emission 
spectrum indicates that overlying H2 column densities 
of 10 •6 - 1020 cm -2 are required to explain the observed 
self-absorption, corresponding to altitudes of 400-1600 
km [Ajello et al., 1998]. The diffuse disk emission is 
dominated by scattered solar continuum at the longer 
wavelengths. The effective wavelength of the nonauro- 
ral light in the FUV images has been estimated by fold- 
ing an IUE small-aperture spectrum of Jupiter's equa- 
tor with the instrument response. For filter F160BW 
we derive a band pass with half power points at 1760 
and 2070 • and a central wavelength of 1900 •, with 
a negligible contribution from light above 2200 •. The 
observed limb darkening has been modeled analytically 
using a Minnaert law formulation with empirical coef- 
ficients [West et al., 1995] with coefficients optimized 
for Jupiter's mid-latitude regions for the F160BW band 
pass. One example of the disk model and subtraction 
is shown in Plate 1. The mean north/south intensity 
pattern has been derived from images taken in May 
1994, March 1995, June 1996, and July 1997 with filters 
F160BW + F165LP, which block the auroral emissions 
from below 1650 •. From these inputs plus a convolu- 
tion with the WFPC 2 point spread function, we have 
constructed simulated solar reflection disk images for 
the time of each observation (Plate 1). The absolute 
pointing has then been determined by minimizing the 
difference between the observed and simulated images. 
For the F160BW images, we estimate positional uncer- 
tainties on Jupiter of-,•300 km projected area, compara- 
ble to the angular resolution. Jupiter's rotation results 
in image smear of about 10 of rotation per 100 s ex- 
posure time, degrading the resolution by the exposure 
length independently of the instrument resolution. 

Since the main auroral ovals rotate with the planet, 
but also display systematic motions in addition to this 
rotation, we found it expedient to establish reference 
oval locations as a basis for comparison with the dif- 
ferent images. We therefore created reference ovals 
[Clarke et al., 1996] for both poles from WFPC 2 im- 
ages showing complete ovals on March 24, 1995 (north), 
and March 4, 1995 (south). These reference locations 
are overplotted in Plates 2 and 3 for the start and end of 
each exposure and in Plates 4, 5, and 6 for the midpoint 
of each exposure, in all cases projected to an altitude 
of 400 km above the i bar level. They are also plotted 
in Figure 2 for comparison with the VIP 4 planetary 
magnetic field model [Connerney et al., 1998]. This 
shows the degree of rotational blurring at different loca- 
tions, and the observed deviations of emissions from the 
reference ovals are discussed below. Coordinate systems 
used in this paper are System III longitude and planeto- 
centtic latitude, and the "limb" refers to the altitude of 
the i bar pressure level, assuming an equatorial radius 
of 71,492 km and an oblateness of 0.06487. Since the 
apparent size of Jupiter as observed from Earth changes 
with time, we have scaled the angular extent of all the 
images displayed in this paper to a standard scale cor- 
responding to a distance of 4.2000 AU from Jupiter. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The HST WFPC 2 images of Jupiter's aurora from 
June 1996 through July 1997 are presented in Plates 2 
and 3. For each figure panel, the date, image number, 
and Galileo orbiter location are indicated in Table 1, 
along with Jupiter's central meridian longitude (CML) 
and the orbital longitude of Io. Note the repeated ap- 
pearance of the three main features of Jupiter's aurora: 
the main ovals, diffuse emission poleward of the ovals 
(at times confused with the main ovals), and the Io foot- 
print. In addition, the extent in altitude of the auroral 
curtain above the limb of the planet is clearly seen in 
many panels in Plate 2 as compared with the displayed 
altitude of the reference ovals of 400 km above the i bar 
level. The observed vertical extent of the emission is of 

the order of 1000-2000 km, several times greater than 
the uncertainty in pointing, and more detailed model- 
ing of the altitude distribution of the Chapman layer 
of auroral emission is in progress. While the apparent 
brightness near the limb is increased by the slant path 
through the optically thin auroral emissions, there are 
also significant brightness variations observed along the 
main ovals at different times, and as reported earlier, 
the north and south emissions appear conjugate within 
the limits imposed by the observing geometry. 

The spectral character of the different auroral emis- 
sion features has been explored by comparing the pairs 
of images with and without the CaF2 blocker F130LP, 
which effectively blocks emissions from below 1300 J• 
including the H Ly c• line and the H2 Werner band 
emissions. The ratio of emissions above and below 1300 

J• in part indicates the degree of atmospheric absorp- 
tion, principally by CH4 and C2H2, of the escaping au- 
roral emissions, and this is referred to as the "auro- 
ral color ratio" [Yung et al., 1982]. In addition, the 
ratio of WFPC 2 images provides information on the 
ratio of H Ly c• to H2 band emissions. Since the mix- 
ing ratio of H atoms is expected to increase relative 
to H2 molecules with increasing altitude in the auro- 
ral atmosphere, the WFPC 2 filter color ratio also pro- 
vides information about the atmospheric composition, 
the altitude profile of the emissions, and possible con- 
tributions to the auroral emission of atomic excitation 

processes which do not have accompanying molecular 
emissions, such as energetic proton charge exchange, 
fast H atom collisions, and resonant scattering. In this 
sense, the analysis of the WFPC 2 filter color ratios 
requires accompanying spectra for an unambiguous in- 
terpretation, and HST Goddard High Resolution Spec- 
trograph (GHRS) spectra have been obtained close in 
time to some of the WFPC 2 images listed in Table 1. 
A full analysis of these data is in progress, and will be 
reported at a later date. 

One further complication in estimating the WFPC 2 
filter color ratio on a spatial scale of 0.1 arc sec is the 
rapid rotation of Jupiter, which considerably alters the 
appearance of the auroral emission distribution over the 
typical 600 s. exposure. The direct shifting and divi- 
sion of subsequent auroral images yield a poorly reg- 
istered resulting image, and more detailed modeling of 
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Dawn Storms Projected 
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Plate 4. Jupiter's dawn auroral storms from three HST imaging observations, 
projected to a uniform point of view from above the central meridian and +60 ø 
latitude. Details of the three images are listed in Table 2. The dashed line in 
each panel indicates the WFPC 2 reference oval at the midpoint of the exposure, 
and the hatch marks overplotted on each reference oval indicate the locations of 
magnetic local dawn, 0300 hours, noon (double hatch marks), 1500 hours, and 
dusk. The dawn storm emissions can be seen to be close to the reference oval 

on each occasion, with a significant spreading in longitude which in each case 
also covers magnetic local dawn. In each case the bright emission extends to 
the limb, and its extent onto the nightside is unknown. 

the altitude and spatial distributions of the emissions 
will be necessary to determine the filter color ratio of 
the auroral emissions on a 0.1 arc sec scale. In general, 
though, the filter color ratio of the Io footprint both 
north and south is similar to that of the main oval, and 
dramatic variations in the filter color ratio of the main 

ovals have not been observed with time or longitude. 
The most striking variation in the filter color ratio has 
been for the diffuse emissions poleward of the northern 
main oval, which appear to have systematically brighter 

short wavelength emissions compared with the other 
emission regions. This may be interpreted as indicat- 
ing brighter H Ly c• emissions poleward of the main 
oval, since the observed ratio is greater than expected 
for the uabsorbed emission spectrum of electron exci- 
tation of H2. This in turn, suggests some combination 
of lower energy primary particles and/or a higher H / 
H2 number density ratio in the polar atmosphere com- 
pared with the main oval, coupled with the uncertainty 
in local variation of the atmospheric structure. 
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Figure 2a. North pole projections showing the "WFPC 
2" reference auroral ovals (stars) from March 1995 over- 
plotted with the locations of the 6 and 30 Ra ovals in 
the VIP4 planetary magnetic field model (solid lines). 
The regions where few points are plotted indicate re- 
gions appearing near the limb, where the model ovals 
are more uncertain. Crosses indicate the location of Io 

footprint emissions, with the lengths of the lines indi- 
cating measurement uncertainties. 

3.1. Auroral Morphology 

Several earlier reported features of Jupiter's aurora 
[Clarke ½t al., 1996; Ballester ½t al., 1996] are con- 
firmed in these images, and their repetitive nature is 
seen in more detail or covering a longer time period. 
One such feature is the apparent motion of part of the 
northern oval from locations clearly poleward of the ref- 
erence oval while in the local morning sector, to lo- 
cations along the reference oval in the late afternoon 
sector (first reported by Ballester ½t al. (1996), which 
we call the "equatorward surge." The observed motion 
seems to be limited to the longitude range 140-1800 , 
although this may be due in part to the observing ge- 
ometry. The extent of the emissions poleward of the 
reference oval can be seen in Plate 2a, panels d, f, k, 
and l, which range over CML = 112-132 ø. Intermediate 
situations, with these emissions broadened and extend- 
ing down toward the reference oval, are seen in Plate 
2b, panels d and h, with CML = 142-151 ø. Finally, 
the main oval emission brightening along the reference 
oval is seen in Plate 2a panels a and e and Plate 2b 
panels a and b, with CML = 185-2380 . Further ex- 
amples of the motion are seen in Plates 3g and 3h. No 

comparable equatorward surge has been observed in the 
southern aurora, although a conjugate southern motion 
over longitudes of 140-1800 would not be seen due to 
the limited viewing geometry from Earth (Plate 3). An 
earlier suggestion has been made that the local time ef- 
fects in Jupiter's auroral distribution might be related 
to Jupiter's diurnal magnetospheric dynamics [Clarke 
½t al., 1996; Ballester ½t al., 1996] following the model 
of Vasyliunas (1983), but it is not yet clear why the 
equatorward motion should be limited to the longitude 
range of 140-1800 , or to the magnetic field geometry in 
this sector. Another caveat to this suggestion is that 
the magnetic local time at these longitudes does not 
change nearly as much as the local time of the emis- 
sions, due to the geometry of Jupiter's magnetic field. 
A more detailed comparison of the images with models 
for Jupiter's magnetospheric dynamics will be needed to 
understand the production of the equatorward surge. 

3.2. Jovian Rotation 

A series of six images covering 8 hours (nearly one 
Jovian rotation) on June 24, 1996 is shown for both 
the north and south aurora in Plate 3. The charac- 

ter of the auroral emissions was very different in this 

South Jupiter 
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Figure 2b. South pole projections showing the "WFPC 
2" reference auroral ovals (stars) from March 1995 over- 
plotted with the locations of the 6 and 30 /•a ovals in 
the VIP4 planetary magnetic field model (solid lines). 
The regions where few points are plotted indicate re- 
gions appearing near the limb, where the model ovals 
are more uncertain. Crosses indicate the location of Io 

footprint emissions, with the lengths of the lines indi- 
cating measurement uncertainties. 
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time series than in the one earlier rotation observed 

on May 31, 1994 [Ballester et al., 1996], at which 
time dramatic changes in the auroral morphology were 
seen in each of three consecutive HST orbits, includ- 
ing "sausage-link" patterns of six to eight bright spots 
along the main ovals and the evolution of a dawn storm. 
While no other sausage-link patterns of emission have 
been observed since May 1994, the apparent beginning 
of a dawn storm brightening was observed on June 23, 
1996 (see Plate 2a, panel a), as discussed below. By 
contrast with the May 1994 sequence of images, it can 
be seen in Plate 3 that Jupiter's north and south aurora 
on June 24, 1996, appeared to vary little in morphology 
while corotating with the planet, except for the "equa- 
torward surge" observed in the north. In addition, in all 
panels in Plate 3 the dusk ansae of the main ovals ap- 
pear systematically brighter than the dawn ansae, an 
effect which is more striking in the south than in the 
norfh. While the southern aurora has a more edge-on 
observing geometry than the north, and limb brighten- 
ing is known to enhance the apparent auroral brightness 
in this foreshortened geometry, in Plates 3f, 3i, and 3j 
the geometry is similar for the dawn and dusk ansae, 
while the dusk auroral emission appears brighter than 
that at dawn. More detailed modeling of the auroral 
curtain may reveal the fractional brightening required 
by these images. For now, it is sufficient to state that 
at that time there existed an auroral activity pattern 
in local time that led to consistently brighter emissions 
in the dusk sector. Other apparent local time asym- 
metries in Jupiter's auroral X ray emission have been 
reported [Gladstone et al., 1998], although it is not 
yet clear how these might relate to the persistent dusk 
brightening reported here. 

3.3. Dawn Storms 

Another striking feature of the May 1994 time se- 
ries of images was the development of a bright auroral 
emission above local dawn in both the north and south 

auroras, beginning from faint emission and growing to 
a brightness of several mega-Rayleighs (1 kilo-Rayleigh 
(kR) = 109 photons/cm2 s into 4•r steradians) in about 
i hour [Ballester et al., 1996]. As seen in Plates 2-4, 
typical brightnesses of Jupiter's auroral features are sev- 
eral hundred kilo-Rayleighs, so that this "dawn storm" 
emission grew to a level many times brighter than the 
other features, and (on May 31, 1994) it also remained 
near dawn in magnetic local time while the rest of the 

auroral oval pattern corotated with Jupiter. This local 
time dependence is in contrast to most other auroral 
features, which either corotate with Jupiter or with Io, 
suggesting a different physical process leading to the 
production of the dawn storm. Earlier HST faint ob- 
ject camera (FOC) imaging had shown a similar very 
bright emission above local dawn in July 1993 [Gdrard 
et al., 1994], and IUE spectra in 1990 indicated the 
presence of an unusually bright auroral emission gener- 
ally on the approaching side of the planet [Livengood 
et al., 1992; Prangd et al., 1993], which based on its 
brightness, is believed to have also been a dawn storm. 
A dawn auroral storm with similar characteristics has 

also been observed in Saturn's UV aurora [Trauger et 
al., this issue]. In Plate 2a, panel a, one can see a dis- 
tinct bright emission above the dawn sector on June 
23, 1996, and the location and brightness of this emis- 
sion in comparison with the other images suggest that 
it was likely the initial development of a dawn storm. 
This presents a unique opportunity for the field and 
particle instruments on the Galileo orbiter to investi- 
gate the origin of these local-time dependent auroral 
storms, since at this time the Galileo orbiter was above 
Jupiter's dawn sector at a distance of 48 Rs from the 
planet. 

To further investigate the morphology of these emis- 
sions (Table 2), we have re-projected the HST images 
from July 17, 1993, May 31, 1994, and June 23, 1996 
to a common view looking down on the north polar 
region from above the central meridian and latitude of 
+600 (Plate 4). Although these images were taken years 
apart, the three bright emissions all appear generally 
along the reference oval, with different extensions along 
the oval and a resolved but narrow width in latitude. 

The measured full widths at half maximum (FWHM) 
in latitude of the emission at the brightest point in the 
three images in Plate 4 are 2200, 2500, and 1200 km. 
In these few measurements, the FWHM increases with 
the increasing brightness of the emission, as was also 
seen individually in the case of the observed brighten- 
ing of the May 1994 storm [Ballester et al., 1996]. 
The locations of magnetic local times are also overplot- 
ted as hash marks in Plate 4, and it can be seen that 
the dawn storm emissions always overlap the location of 
magnetic dawn along the reference oval. Note that there 
is a growing uncertainty in the projection accuracy as 
one nears the dawn limb, as can be seen from the in- 
creasingly pixelized appearance of the auroral emission. 

Table 2. HST UV Images of Dawn Auroral Storms on Jupiter 

FOC/WFPC 2 Jupiter Io Europa Ganymede Callisto Plate 4 
Date UT Ohsroot CML, OLG, OLG, OLG, OLG, Panel 

deg deg deg deg deg 
July 17, 1993 0348 x1930301 160.1 325.1 243.7 114.5 116.8 
May 31, 1994 1545 u2eq010a 199.9 308.7 104.8 272.2 119.1 
June 23, 1996 1501 u3610302 210.7 304.7 149.5 342.4 116.0 

FOC images begin with "x," and WFPC 2 images begin with "u". CML is System III longitude of the 
central meridian, and O LG is orbital longitude from superior orbital conjunction, each for the midpoint 
of the exposure. 
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The appearance of the dawn storm emissions along 
the reference oval implies an origin of the storm pro- 
cess in Jupiter's middle magnetosphere. The location 
fixed above magnetic dawn might imply a solar wind 
related process; however, no significant change in solar 
wind activity was found to accompany the May 1994 
storm [Ballester et al., 1996]. The local time depen- 
dence might also reflect the fast rotational dynamics 
of Jupiter's middle magnetosphere, generally at or be- 
yond the orbit of Ganymede and connected to the cur- 
rent sheet [Vasyliunas, 1983], and some internal vari- 
ability leading to the storm onset, a possibility which 
seems more likely. One additional note, with reference 
to Table 2, is that the orbital longitudes of the Galilean 
satellites at the times of the three dawn storms show 

that Io was between 305 and 3250 on each occasion, 
and one or two of the other satellites were within 300 

of dawn in orbital longitude on each occasion. We find 
no particular significance to the repeated location of Io 
on the other side of the planet. The location of one 
or more of the other satellites near local dawn, when 
combined with the apparent magnetic mapping to the 
middle magnetosphere, might, however, indicate some 
causal relation, for example, some sort of "triggering" 
effect provided by the other satellites to the corotating 
magnetodisk. This possibility should be explored with 
more observations to establish if the orbital locations 

of the satellites really determine the onset of the dawn 
storms. 

3.4. Io Footprint 

The Io footprint auroral emission has now been de- 
tected in UV images since May 1994, and in IR H3 + 
emissions since January 1992, so that we have accumu- 
lated a several year record of the locations of this emis- 
sion feature in both the north and south aurora. While 

some longitudinal lead or lag of the emission is expected 
with respect to the instantaneous magnetic footprint 
of the satellite Io, it is believed that the latitude of 
the observed auroral emission in Jupiter's atmosphere 
should indicate the magnetic tracing of the satellite to 
the planet. The observed footprint emission latitudes 
then provide information about the near-Jupiter geom- 
etry of the magnetic field near the polar regions. Un- 
der this assumption, a revised model for Jupiter's mag- 
netic field has been derived [Connerney et al., 1998], 
called the VIP4 model for the input parameters, Voy- 
ager magnetometer data, Io footprint auroral latitudes, 
and Pioneer magnetometer data, with a fourth-order 
fit to these data. We present a comparison of the VIP4 
model with the observed locations of the reference ovals 

and the Io footprint emissions in Figure 2. The 6 Rj 
magnetic field tracing passes through most of the Io 
footprint positions both north and south, as it has been 
constrained to do in the VIP4 model. With this new 

model, the reference ovals give a better fit to the 30 
Rj magnetic tracing than with earlier magnetic field 
models, although there are still significant deviations 
from that model oval. Within the uncertainty in the 
VIP4 model and observations, we estimate that mag- 

netic tracings exceeding 15 R• would give plausible fits 
to the locations of the reference ovals at different longi- 
tudes, implying a similar range of locations in Jupiter's 
magnetosphere where the main auroral processes might 
occur. We note that this range includes the distance at 
which the Galileo magnetometer has found the Jovian 
magnetodisk to abruptly change its thickness [Kivelson 
e! al. , 1997]. 

In the Alfven wing model of Goldreich and Lynden- 
Bell (1969), electric currents driven by Io, acting as a 
unipolar inductor, perturb the local magnetic field and 
direct the current-carrying field lines and resulting foot- 
print emission forward in the corotation direction with 
respect to the unperturbed magnetic field. This corre- 
sponds to smaller longitudes both north and south and 
is referred to as the emission "leading" the unperturbed 
magnetic footprint, i.e. in the direction of the corotat- 
ing magnetic field. The proposed current was initially 
assumed to pass quickly between Io and Jupiter, set- 
ting up a direct current loop, so that the observed lead 
of the footprint emission would indicate the degree of 
magnetic field perturbation near Io. After the Voyager 
measurements of Io's plasma torus, it was proposed that 
the currents were carried by Alfven waves, with a finite 
propagation time between Io and Jupiter's ionosphere 
which depended, in part, on the density of the torus 
plasma along the path to Jupiter's atmosphere [Go- 
ertz, 1980; Neubauer, 1980]. In this case, the foot- 
print emission would also be expected to lead the un- 
perturbed magnetic footprint, but with an angle corre- 
sponding to the time delay of the Alfven waves to prop- 
agate down to Jupiter's atmosphere [Belcher, 1987]. 
A hybrid model has also been proposed [Crary and 
Bagenal, 1997] in which the interaction begins as an 
Alfvenic disturbance near Io, and evolves into a steady 
current loop as it moves downstream. Measurements of 
the lead angle of the footprint emissions, and any sys- 
tematic variations with Io's location above or below the 

plasma torus, could potentially discriminate between 
these models for the current flow and interaction be- 

tween Io and Jupiter's ionosphere. 
In Figure 3 we show the apparent lead or lag of the ob- 

served Io footprint auroral emissions with respect to the 
instantaneous magnetic field in both the 06 [Conner- 
ney, 1992] and VIP4 magnetic field models. The com- 
parison with the 06 model shown in Figure 3 includes 
a much larger data set than previously presented, now 
covering over 3 years time, and within the uncertainty 
in measurement the lead/lag pattern appears to be sta- 
ble with time with characteristic and different patterns 
in the north and south. The observed lead/lag angles, 
however, are mainly within the 8-100 uncertainty in the 
06 model, making an interpretation difficult. It is inter- 
esting to note that in comparison with the VIP4 model, 
the emission appears to lead the instantaneous mag- 
netic footprint (within the error bars) in the plasma 
flow direction by 0-150 at all longitudes in both the 
north and south. While there still remains a significant 
uncertainty of several degrees in the VIP4 model, it now 
appears more likely that the emission occurs generally 
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Figure 3. Comparison of lead/lag angles of the observed Io magnetic footprint 
auroral emission from the instantaneous mapping of the magnetic field (a) for 
the 06 model magnetic field and (b) for the VIP 4 magnetic field model. Stars 
represent measured footprint locations in the south, diamonds in the north, and 
the verticle lines indicate uncertainties in the measured emission locations: no 
uncertainties are plotted for the magnetic field models. The figure includes all 
observations from May 1994 through September 1997 in which the Io footprint 
emission appeared sufficiently far from the limb (typically 10-15 ø) for an accu- 
rate measurement of its location. In the Alfven wing model of Goldreich and 
Lynden-Bell, electric currents near Io perturb the local magnetic field and di- 
rect the current-carrying field lines and resulting footprint emission forward in 
the corotation direction with respect to the unperturbed magnetic field. This 
corresponds to smaller longitudes both north and south, plotted as "emission 
leads B" in this figure. 
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Figure 4. Brightness of Io footprint emissions in a 0.5 x 0.9 arc sec area versus 
local time (a) measured in degrees of longitude from the central meridian. Like 
Figure 3, stars indicate southern points and diamonds northern points, with 
vertical lines for the measurement uncertainties. (b) Effect of correcting for 
an assumed cosine limb brightening with respect to a reference location at 670 
latitude on the central meridian. 

downstream of the instantaneous magnetic footprint in 
the corotation direction by a value in the range of 0- 
150 . Jupiter's rotation with an inclined and asymmet- 
ric magnetic field causes the torus to move north/south 
with respect to Io, thereby varying the current path 
length through the torus with longitude oppositely in 
the north and south. The observed southern lead angles 
with the VIP4 model appear close to 0 ø when Io is above 
0-500 longitude, and therefore south of the torus with 
a minimum column of torus plasma toward the south 
pole. The largest southern lead angles are seen over 
120-240 ø, when Io is generally north of the torus with 

maximum columns of plasma toward the south pole. 
The northern points do not cover as broad a range of 
longitudes, but the cluster of points near 0 ø lead angles 
over 140-200 ø sub-Io longitude is also consistent with 
a minimum column of torus plasma toward the north 
pole. Within the remaining uncertainty in the VIP4 
model, these trends appear consistent with the picture 
of an Alfvenic disturbance near Io. 

In addition to the changing lead angle, any varia- 
tion in the electric current between the north and south 

footprint auroral emission regions (which depends on 
the changing columns of torus plasma) might appear 
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as changes in the auroral footprint brightness. How- 
ever, there are other factors which may affect the au- 
roral brightness. For one, the magnetic field strength 
(and corresponding electric potential) at Io varies by 
20% with longitude. The field strength at the north 
and south poles in Jupiter's atmosphere also varies by 
more than a factor of 2, depending on the sub-Io lon- 
gitude, with corresponding variations in the sizes of 
the loss cones for an assumed pitch angle distribution 
of trapped charged particles. Lacking detailed knowl- 
edge of the nature of the electric current linking Io with 
Jupiter's ionosphere, we have simply searched for cor- 
relations between the auroral footprint brightness with 
various parameters, including time, local time, and sub- 
Io longitude in the north and south. We begin in Figure 
4 by plotting the average Io footprint emission bright- 
ness in a 5 x 9 pixel area (0.5 x 0.9 arc sec) versus local 
time of the footprint given by the difference in longitude 
from the central meridian. The error bars in Figures 4 
and 5 have been determined by the standard deviation 
in brightness obtained with measurements shifted by 
+/- one pixel in longitude and latitude. These error 
bars indicate the sensitivity of the measured brightness 
to the detector noise level and other nearby emissions, 
rather than the uncertainty in the absolute calibration. 
We interpret the trend of increasing brightness away 
from the central meridian in the upper panel of Figure 
4 as the expected limb brightening of the optically thin 
auroral emissions. We have then corrected the emis- 

sion brightnesses for an assumed cosine limb brightening 
(i.e., converted to the expected brightness if the feature 
were on the central meridian at 670 latitude), plotted 
in the lower panel of Figure 4. In this case, there are 
no longer any clear trends with local time, but there is 
a substantial degree of variation in brightness. 

The brightnesses are then plotted versus time in Fig- 
ure 5, and also versus sub-Io longitude for the entire 
data set and for the single Jovian rotation images on 
June 24, 1996. The variability with time is clear from 
Figure 5, and there is also considerable scatter in the 
data versus sub-Io longitude. There might be some 
trends with longitude, for example, an increase in south- 
ern brightness when Io passes 60-700 longitude or in 
the northern brightness when Io passes 180 o longitude. 
These trends appear also in the data from June 24, 
1996, obtained over one Jovian rotation. The factor 
of 2-3 scatter in the data with time for the same foot- 

print and sub-Io longitude, however, prevents us from 
identifying any clear trends in the data at this time. 
More continuous observations like those in June 1996 

would help a great deal in determining any clear trends 
in Io's auroral footprint brightness. 
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Figure 5. Brightness of Io footprint emissions plotted 
as in Figure 4, in all panels corrected for a cosine limb 
brightening, and plotted (a) versus time, (b) data from 
June 24, 1996 versus sub-Io longitude, and (c) all data 
versus sub-Io longitude. 

3.5. Other Satellite Footprint Aurora 

In addition to the electric potential generated at Io by 
its motion with respect to Jupiter's magnetic field, po- 
tentials will develop by the same process radially across 
the other Galilean satellites. Estimates of these po- 
tentials are listed in Table 3, and while they are pro- 
gressively less for the more distant satellites, they are 

still quite substantial. The generation of an Io-like elec- 
tric current linking the other satellites with Jupiter's 
ionosphere would also require an electrically conducting 
satellite, with associated uncertainties, and no correla- 
tions of the orbital locations of any other satellite with 
Jupiter's decametric radio emissions have been reported 
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Table 3. Estimates of Potentials Across the Galilean Satellites 

Satellite Diameter, km Bj Speed, km/s IBJI, nT EMF, kV 
Io 3630 57 1800 370 

Europa 3140 106 440 150 
Ganymede 5260 179 110 100 

CMlisto 4800 200 33 30 

Electromotive force (EMF) across the diameter of each satellite was 
estimated from the change in magnetic flux with time, using measured 
values of the magnetic field strength during the Galileo encounters (K. 
Khurana, personal communication, 1997) and corotation speed near each 
satellite. 

[Cart et al., 1983]. A more sensitive detection tech- 
nique might be the observation of auroral emission from 
the satellite footprints, and we report here an initial 
search for such footprint emissions. We have confined 
our search to Europa and Ganymede, since Callisto's 
footprint is so close to the main oval that we would 
not expect to be able to distinguish such an emission, 
and we have not observed any emissions equatorward of 
the locus of Io footprint emissions where emission from 
Amalthea would occur. The images searched, listed in 
Tables 4 and 5, were selected for times when each satel- 
lite was on the Earth-facing side of Jupiter and when 
no other satellites were within roughly 300 . These im- 
ages are shown in Plate 5 for Europa and Plate 6 for 
Ganymede. 

In Plate 5 there are cases, as in Plates 5a, 5c, and 
5f, when there is no auroral emission near the expected 
location of Europa's magnetic footprint. The best evi- 
dence for a Europa footprint emission appears in Plate 
5d, in which there is a small bright feature somewhat 
poleward and to the left of the VIP4 model location. 
This feature is small and just outside the main oval, as 
expected for the magnetic tracing from Europa. There 
also appears some emission equatorward of the main 
oval in Plate 5e, but similar emission appears in Plate 
5f when Europa is much closer to the central meridian. 
Overall, the images do not show consistent emission 
from the expected Europa footprint locations, while the 
feature in panel d of Plate 5 appears closest to what 
one would expect for a Europa footprint. As a criterion 
for associating such a footprint emission with another 

satellite, we recommend that observations be made in 
which the motion of the suspected emission feature can 
be seen to remain under the satellite while other auroral 

emissions corotate with Jupiter, as has been done with 
Io's footprint. 

Plate 6 shows the images in which Ganymede's au- 
roral footprint might appear, with the same format as 
Plate 5 for Europa. Again, there are clear cases where 
no emissions appear close to the expected location of 
Ganymede's magnetic footprint, including Plates 6a, 6c, 
6d, and 6f. The best evidence for Ganymede footprint 
emission is in Plate 6b, with a clear emission feature just 
equatorward of the main oval to the left of the expected 
location. In fact, this emission's location was first mea- 
sured assuming that it was an Io footprint, and only 
after it appeared clearly poleward of the other Io foot- 
prints was it realized that it was close to Ganymede's 
location and not Io's. As for Europa, however, the ob- 
servation of an emission remaining fixed under the satel- 
lite will be key to demonstrating that such an emission 
is linked to that satellite. 

Summary 

UV images of Jupiter's aurora are presented, ob- 
tained with the HST WFPC 2 instrument close in time 

to in situ measurements of the Jupiter system by the 
Galileo orbiter. The morphology of the auroral emis- 
sions is presented, including a comparison with two 
different magnetic field models for the magnetic map- 
ping of the emissions into Jupiter's magnetosphere, oc- 

Table 4. HST/WFPC 2 Images of Potential Europa Footprints 

WFPC 2 Jupiter Europa Panel 
Date UT Obsroot CML, OLG, in Plate 5 

deg deg 
March 4, 1995 2310 u2mu0402 5.7 96.9 a 
March 9, 1995 1725 u2n20302 190.3 220.8 b 
June 23, 1996 1501 u3b10302 210.7 149.5 c 
June 24, 1996 0354 u3b10202 318.6 205.0 d 
June 24, 1996 1344 u3b10102 314.3 246.9 e 
June 27, 1996 1534 u3b10502 113.4 198.7 f 
June 28, 1996 0114 u3b10602 104.0 240.1 g 
Sept. 3, 1996 0938 u3fw0502 58.1 233.3 h 

CML is System III longitude of the central meridian, and OLG is or- 
bital longitude from superior orbital conjunction, each for the midpoint 
of the exposure. 
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Table 5. HST/WFPC2 Images of Potential Ganymede Footprints 

WFPC 2 Jupiter Ganymede Panel 
Date UT Obsroot CML, OLG, in Plate 6 

deg deg 
March 4, 1995 2310 u2mu0402 5.7 147.8 a 
March 6, 1995 2015 u2mu0502 201.0 241.8 b 
June 27, 1996 1534 u3b10502 113.4 185.2 c 
Juen 28, 1996 0114 u3b10602 104.0 205.5 d 
Sept. 7, 1996 1144 u3fw0202 16.1 205.6 e 
Sept. 7, 1996 0938 u3fw0302 132.8 212.4 f 
Sept. 8, 1996 1014 u3fw0402 112.2 252.7 g 

CML is System III longitude of the central meridian, and OLG is orbital 
longitude from superior orbital conjunction, each for the midpoint of the 
exposure. 

casional "dawn storms", and a persistent motion in 
the northern aurora called the "equatorial surge". An 
extended set of observations of Io's footprint auroral 
emissions is presented, and compared with the instan- 
taneous magnetic field mapping as well as time vari- 
ations in the emission brightness. Finally, a search is 
presented for footprint emissions connected to Europa 
and Ganymede. 
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